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Introduction 
The solutions, invariant under a proper Lorentz transformation, of the 
homogeneous and inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation (see e.g. lit 1 and 
2) 
(1.1) 
(0 -m2) g(x)= -/(x) (1.2) 
play an important role in relativistic quantum field theory. 
x denotes the coordinates of a point (x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x0 ) in Euclidean space 
R4 ; (x1 ,x2 ,x3) are space coordinates and x0 is the time coordinate; m 
is the mass of the particle under consideration. 
The symbol □ stands for the differential operator: 
2 2 2 2 
□ a a e a (1.3) = 2+ + -, -2 2 
ax ti>X2 ax3 ex 1 0 
and l'(x) denotes the fouridimensional Dirac-function, concentrated in 
the origin of the coordinate system. 
The field equations (1.1) and (1.2) reduce for m=O(photon~ to the wave 
equations in three-dimensional space, and the Klein-Gordon equations 
can be conceived as a generalization of the latter. In textbooks on 
quantum field theory the solutions of (1.1) and (1.2) are obtained 
usually in a rather formal way (see e.g. lit 1,2,3). They are determined 
by applying a Fourier transformation to (1.1) and (1.2). The Fourier 
transform of e.g. f(x), denoted by :f(k), satisfies the equation 
(1.4) 
with k2=k2 -k2 -k2 -k32 . 0 1 2 
General Lorentz-invariant solutions of (1.4) are linear combinations of 
2 2 2 2 the Dirac functions ¥ (k -m ) and o (k -m ) which are concentrated on 
+ - 2 2 
the upper respectively lower sheet of the hyperbolofd k -m =0. The 
inverse transforms of d' + (k2 -m2) and J' _ (k2 -m2) are obtained by purely 
formal calculations; for example divergent integrals are converted into 
convergent integrals by interchanging the operations of differentiation 
and integration (see e.g. lit 1, § 15.1, lit 2, § 15b) 
It is obvious that this formal way cannot claim any mathematical rigour. 
The difficulties arise essentially from the fact that the Dirac function 
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is not a function in the classical sense; it is a generalized function 
or distribution and has to be treated as such. To obtain the Lorentz-
invariant solutions of (1.1) and (1.2) in a rigorous way one needs 
essentially the theory of distributions and the calculations have to 
be performed within the framework of this theory (see lit.4,5,6,7). 
The object of this paper is to present a rigorous derivation of the 
Lorentz-invariant solutions of the Klein-Gordon equations (1,1) and 
(1.2) by making use of the theory of distributions. 
This has been done earlier by P.D.Methee (lit 8,9,10), by menas of the 
mapping of n-dimensional space Rn on the line R,given by the 
transformation 
n-1 
- [ 
i=l 
2 
x. 
l. 
(1.5) 
Using pairs of distributions defined on c00 functions with compact 
support in R, Lorentz-invariant solutions of the Klein-Gordon equations 
inn dimensions are derived. Asymptotic expansions in the neighbourhood 
of e =O of distributions, concentrated on the hyperboloid u;e, play an 
important role in the theory. 
A simplified version of this theory is due to J.E. Roos and L. Garding 
(lit 11). These authors use the following transformations for the test 
functions p(x): 
(M f) ('r)= f f(x) 
(M1f) ("t')= / f(X) 
2 2 2 2 2 
with x =x0 -x1-x2-x3 • 
2 $(7:-x ) dx (1.6) 
d'(r-x2) sign X 
0 
dx (1. 7) 
Linear homeomorphisms are established between the spaces of even and 
uneven Lorentz-invariant distributions and the duals of the spaces of 
the functions (MF) (~) respectively (M1 ~) (t); hence the necessary 
calculations can be performed in these dual.spaces. 
It should be remarked that the solutions obtained by lit 8 and 11 are 
distributions belonging to the space D1 , which is the dual of the space 
of all c00 functions with compact £upport. 
In this paper we present another method of obtaining the Lorentz-invariant 
solutions of (1.1) and (1.2). As in the formal way of lit 1 and lit 2 we 
apply again a Fourier transformation to the equations (1.1) and (1.2) and 
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determine the Lorentz-invariant distributions satisfying: 
respectively 
(k2-m2) f(k)=O 
(k2-m2) g(k)= -1 
(1.8) 
(1. 9). 
Using the principle of analytic continuation, the inverse transforms 
of these distributions are consecutively determined, needless to say 
with close observance of the rules of the theory of distributions. 
Whereas Methee, Roos and Girding use distributions belonging to D', 
we consider only tempered distributions. This results in the fact, 
that the solutions obtained in this paper, contrary to those of lit 8 
and 11, do not have terms which increase exponentially at infinity. 
However, due to their behaviour at infinity these terms are usually 
disregarded by the physicists. (see also lit 10) 
We have confined our treatment to four dimensions, but the theory can 
be extended to the general case of n-dimensions. 
In the opinion of the author, the method is easily accessible for 
physic.ists, as well as for those who are not so well acquainted with 
the theory of distributions. Moreover, the method links up with the 
purely formal method generally used by physicists to obtain the 
Lorentz-invariant solutions of (1.1) and (1.2). 
Due to these considerations and on account of interesting incidental 
results this paper may be of interest for both mathematicians and 
physicist. 
For those readers not familiar with the theory of distributions, we 
summarize in chapter 2 some of the basic ideas of the theory; the 
distributions concentrated on hypersurfaces in R4 are considered in 
more detail, since we use them later on. 
In chapter 3 a modified Fourier transformation is introduced, such 
that the image of a Lorentz-invariant distribution is again Lorentz-
invariant and vice versa, This Fourier transformation is applied to 
the Klein-Gordon equations (1.1) and (1.2) and it turns out that the 
modified Fourier transform of the general Lorentz-invariant solution 
of (1.1) can be written as: 
A 
f(k)=c 
+ 
(1.10) 
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where c and c are arbitrary constants. 
+ 
A particular solution of the modified Fourier transform of the 
inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation is 
g(k) = -1 2 2 
k -m 
(1.11) 
The following chapters 4,5 and 6 are devoted to the Fourier transform 
(which is nearly the inverse modified Fourier transform) of the 
distributions 1 ( (k2-m2),; (k2-m2). 2 2 ' + -k -m 
In chapter 4 we establish the relation: 
1 
2 2 k -m + io 
= 
1 - 2 2 
2 2 + i 1li J'(k -m ) 
k -m 
(1.12) 
2 2 
where d(k -m) is concentrated on both sheets of the hyperbolojd 
(k2-m2 )=0; .rol-m2)= t (k2-m2)+ d (k2-m2). 
+ 1 -
The Fourier transform of 2 2 is determined in chapter 5; those of 
2 2 k -m ~iO 1 
2 2 and l(k -m) follow now easily by virtue of (1.12). 
k -m 
From the Fourier transform of the distribution 
transforms of the distributions J" (k2-m2 ) and 
+ 
derived; this is done in chapter 6. 
2 2 d(k -m) the Fourier 
2 2 t (k -m) can be 
The paper is ,concluded by chapter 7 1 where we determine in section 7.1 
the following Lorentz-invariant solutions of (1.1), viz.: the Pauli-
Jordan function ~(x), its positive and negative frequency parts 
L). + (x) and ..6. (x) , and ..6. (l) (x) = L). + (x)- .6. - (x) . 
It is shown in section 7.2 that the distribution ..6.(x) is the propaga~ 
tor of the solutions of (1.1) from their initial values. 
In section 7.3 we derive finally the following invariant solutions of 
the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation: the advanced and retarded 
Green's functions L::,. A (x) and AR (x), vanishing for x 0 > 0 res pee ti vely 
x 0 < o, and the causal Green's functions ..6C(x) and ..6.AC(x). 
The author is indebted to ProfsJLA.Lauwerier and R.T,Seeley for valuable 
discussions on the subject. 
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2. The theory of distributions 
2.1 Test functions and distributions 
Schwartz's theory of distributions g:eneralizes the concept of function 
such as to include also "functions" which cannot be defined in the 
classical way; for instance the ¥-function of Dirac which is everywhere 
zero except in one point, where it is infinite such that its integral 
equals 1. 
A distribution f(x) is defined as a continuous linear functional on some 
linear space of test-functions f(x); :x=(x1 ,x2 , ... ,xn) denotes a point of 
then-dimensional Euclidean space R. 
n 
In this space of test functions a system of neighbourhoods of the'a-function 
is defined,suchthat one can define the limit of a sequence {1'n(x)J of test 
functions. 
The distribution f(x) assigns to any function f(x), belonging to the space 
of test functions, a real or complex number, denoted by ( f, <f) • 
This assignation is linear and continuous; this means: 
le(f, a1r1 + a 2 f2 ) = a1 (f,5"1) + a2 (f,,p2) for any si:i 1 and p 2 . a1 and a2 
are arbitrary real or complex numbers, 
2e lim ( f, <f n) = 0 for any sequence { <f ni converging to zero. 
~~o 
As to the space of testfunctions one can make different choices, For instance 
one can use the space S(R ), consisting of all n-dimensional infinitely 
n 
differentiable functions ~(x), (C00 ) functions, which decrease at infinity 
stronger than any negative power of x. ; ~(x) is a function of the independent 
1 
variables x1 ••• xn. This means that for any testfunction ~(x) exist constants 
Ckq' dependent on p, such that 
(2.1) 
kl k2 k 
ql+q2+ ••. +q 
k n 
and Dq= 
9 n 
with X =Xl x2 X n ql q2 qn 
ax1 ax2 ... ex n 
k1 ,k2 ... kn and q1 ,q2 ... qn are arbitrary non negative integers, 
The sequence l~ (x)1 is defined to converge to zero, when the sequences 
k n J 
!Ix Dq f n (x)IJ converge for all values of xi uniformly to zero for any k and q. 
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The space of distributions, defined on S, is denoted by S'; these 
distributions are called tempered distributions. 
In quantum-field theory one takes often for the space of testfunctions 
the class C(q,r,1), consisting of all functions f(x), which are 
defined in R4 and which are continuous together with all their 
th derivatives up to the q order inclusive; moreover all the products 
r 
0 
X 
0 
apf(xl,x2,x3,xo) 
pl p2 P3 po 
ex1 ax2 ax3 ax0 
(2.2) 
are uniformly bounded for all values of x1 ,x2 ,x3 and x0 ; pi and ri 
are non negative integers with Lpi=p"q and [ ri, r. x1 ,x2 ,x3 are 
the space coordinates and x the time coordinate of a particle. 
0 
Dealing with n particles the class C(q,r,n) is used, which is defined 
in the same way as C(q,r,1) with the only difference that we have 4 n 
independent variables instead of four independent variables. 
Convergence of a sequence of testfunctions to zero is defined analogously 
as in the space S: the sequence {~n(x)J converges to zero when the 
sequences 
converge uniformly for all values of x1 ,x2 ,x3 and x0 to zero for all 
combinations (r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r0 ) and (p1 ,p2 ,p3 ,p0 ) with [:ri, rand [:pi=p,f"q. 
The dual space of all the distributions defined on C(q,r,1) is denoted 
by C ' ( q , r , 1) • 
It is cle~r that the cross-section of all spaces C(q,r,1) with arbitrary 
values of q and r is the space S(R4); hence the union of all spaces 
C'(q,r,1) corncides with the space S'(R4). 
Hence, when we have determined some distribution belonging to S' (R4), it 
belongs also to some C'(q,r,1); therefore, admitting sufficiently large 
values of q and r, we can without loss of generality restrict our 
considerations to distributions belonging to S'(R4). 
An ordinary Lebesgue integrable function of n variables can be conceived as 
a distribution; the distribution is defined by the integral: 
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+oo 
(f,p) = / f(x} 9'(x)dx (2.3) 
-co 
where the integration is performed over the whole n-dimensional space. 
When the distribution cannot be conceived as an integrable functi-on, 
we retain nevertheless the notation of the right hand side of (2.3), 
allthough the integral notation has no meaning at all as integral in 
whatever sense; for instance: 
+oo 
( J"(x), .f(X)) = / o(x} r<x) dx = f<-0) 
-co 
The operations on distributions are defined in such a way as to preserve 
their meaning when the distribution is an integrable function; e.g. the 
derivative of a distribution is defined by 
< 
of 
ax. 
1 
,r) = - < f, s 'P > ex. 
1 
When f is a (C00 ) function, it follows that the distribution f is 
infinitely differentiable. A linear transformation T of the independent 
variables x1 , ... ,xn is defined by: 
1 -1 \ ( f (T x) , f(x)) = /TT ( f (x) , f(T x) / , 
where I Tl is the absolute value of the determinant of the matrix T. 
A sequence ffn(x)} of distributions converges to the distribution f(x) in 
distributional sense, when 
1 im ( f n , f) = ( f , S°) 
n~oo 
From this definition and from the definition of the derivative of a 
distribution it follows that the order of these operations may always be 
interchanged, 
The Fourier transform of an absolutely integrable function is defined as 
+oo 
F [f(x)J = :r'(k)= / ei(k,x) f(x)dx 
-oo 
with (k,x)=k1x1+k2x2+ ... +knxn. 
The Fourier transform 'f'(k) of a distribution f(x) is defined by Parseval's 
equality 
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( ?'(k), 1(k)) =(2,i;)n (f(x), f(x)) (2.4) 
It is clear that the classical definition of the Fourier transform of 
an absolut.ely integrable function is preserved when the function is 
conceived as a distribution. 
However, the definition (2.4) has only sense, when the space of the 
transforms of f(x), i.e. the space of the functions ·f(k), has such 
properties., that one can define on it linear continuous functionals. 
Moreover, the distributions 1(k), defined by (2.4), have to be 
continuous linear functionals on the space of test functions ~k). 
It is not difficult to prove that the Fourier transformation is a 
linear continuous 1-1 mapping of the space S onto itself and hence 
this is also true for the dual space S'. 
For a complete account of the theory of distributions the reader is 
referred to lit.3 and 4. 
In this paper we take for the space of testfunctions f(x) the space 
S(R4). 
2,2 Distributions on surfaces 
Since we shall use in the following pages often distributions which 
are concentrated on surfaces in R4 , we give in this section a special 
attention to this kind of distributions. 
We consider distributions concentrated on a hype·rsul'.face in n-
dimensional Euclidean space R. They are introduced according to 
n 
the elegant method of lit.la (compare also lit.13) 
In the same way as the one dimensional distribution 9(x) (unit step 
function) we define the distribution 9(P) as: 
where 
with 
As is 
(9(P), f(x)) = / 9'(x)dx 
P ~o 
(2-rS) 
P(x1 ,x2 , ••• ,xn)=O is some surface in Rn and Pis a (C00 ) function 
sP &P eP V'P=(--, --, ••• , --)· never zero on f P=O} • 
sx 9x2 ex 1 n 
well known we may define the one dimensional Dirac ¥-function as 
the distributional limit: 
J'(x) = lim 
c~O 
1 
- [ 9 (x+c) -9 (x)] 
C 
-9~ 
0 
i.e. ( l(x) , <f (X)) = Um 
c.--+O 
~ (9(x+c)-9(x),f) = lim ~ 
C--10 
j cp(x) dx= 9' (0) • 
-c 
In the same way one may define the gener;a,lization .t'(P) as: 
( a(P), f(x)) = Lim -~ <9(P+c)·-9(P), f(x)) = 
c--tO 
1 lim 
C 
C ---10 
The existence of this limit is clear sence we may write for the latter 
integral (see fig.1): 
(!(P), f(x)) 1 = lim 
C C---10 
J do-<f c !VP/ = 
P=O 
(2.7) 
r P=O P=-C where do- is the surface measure on {P=03 and 
fig.1 
2 2 We apply this defi.ni tion to the three dimensional distribution <J(x -r ) with 
2 2 2: 2 o 
r =x1 +x2+x3 and where x 0 is conceived as a parameter. 
We introduce polar coordinates x. =r c.,. (i=l, 2, 3) ; do- =r2 dll, where ct.a 
1 1 
denotes the surface element of the unit sphereAinR3 ; jVPj=2 r. 
Substituting this into (2.7) we obtain: 
/ 
2 
r dfl 
<p( r w 1 ' r GJ 2 ' r uJ 3 ) r 
r=lx I 
0 
or 
(2 .8) 
A second example of a surface distribution, which we shall use frequently, 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 is the four dimensional distribution a(x -m ) with x =x -x -x -x · m is 
0 1 2 3' 
some constant, 
Instead of x1 ,x2 ,x3 we use again spherical coordinates, viz. 
x =r w x =r w x =r w with r= V x2 +x2 +x21 · hence dx dx cix3=r2 dr d.!l , 1 1:, 2 2' 3 3 . ·1 2 3 ' 1 2 
where d.Sl is the 
Instead of x we 
-o 
✓ 2 2' 
x = + P+r +m 
0 
surface element of the unit sphere 
take the new coordinate P=x2-r2-m2 
0 
and clx = + ½(P+r2+m2)-½dP. Hence 
0 
.fl in (x1 ,x2 ,x3 ) space. 
and so 
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(e(P), f(x)) =½ / 2 2 -½ 2 (P+r +m ) r 'f dr dP ctn. 
Pio 
From this it follows immediately: 
1 c (0(P+c)-0(P), ~(x)) 2 2 -½ 2 (P+r +m ) r Cf dr dP d.!l 
Taking the limit for c-rn we obtain finally: 
2 2 < J'(x -m ) , ~(x)) = ½ I 2 2 
x -m =O 
2 2 _.l 2 (r +m ) 2 r f dr ct.n. = 
00 2 2 -½ 2 ✓ 2 ~ i ff (r +m) r r.f( r w 1 , r 0,, 2 , r Q 3 , + r +m ) dr d.!l + 
0 .n. 
½ J; 2 2 -½ 2 ~ (r -tm ) r <f ( r w 1 , r Q 2 , r Q 3 , - ) dr d .n 
0 ..a 
Performing the integration with respect to dil. we obtain: 
with 
2 2 oo 2 2 _l. 2 ✓ 2 21 
<a(x -m), <f(x)) =½ / (r +m) 2 r cj(r,+ r +m )dr + 
0 
'ij(r,xo) = f 97(xl,x2,x3,xo)d.!2 
.n. 
(2. 9) 
(2.10) 
(2 .-11) 
f is, apart from a constant, the mean value of ,p on a sphere with radius 
r in (x1 ,x2 ,x3 ) space, 
2 2 For m=O we get a distribution concentrated on the lightcone x 0 =r, 
00 
viz: 
2 00 < t(x ) , ,r(x~:: ½ / r f(r, +r) dr+½ 
0 
/ r Cf(r,-r)dr 
0 
(2.12) 
The circumstance that the origin is a singular point of the cone surface 
x 2=d is not essential since the integrals on the right hand side of (2.12) 
converge for r=O. 
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The distribution t (x2-m2) which is concentrated only on the upper 
+ 2 2 
sheet of the hyperboloid x -m =O, is given by: 
( 2 2 100f 2 2 -½ 2 ✓ 2 2· d (x -m ),<f(x)) =½ (r +m) r cp(rw1 ,rw 2 ,rGJ 3 ,+ r +m )dr d.n = 
+ 0 . 
(X) 
=½ I 2 2. 1 2 ✓ 2 2' (r +m }-2 r f(r,+ r +~ )dr (2.13) 
0 
For the distribution d (x2-m2) which is concentrated on the lower 
2 2 -
sheet of x -m =O, we may write analogously: 
(2.14) 
Taking again m=O, we have for the distribution, concentrated on the forward 
lightcone, the formula: 
(2 .15) 
and for the distribution, concentrated on the backward lightcone, the 
formula: 
00 
/ r fi(r,-r)dr 
0 
(2.16) 
It may be remarked that the distributions o(P), d (P) and K (P) are even 
+ -
in P (compare eq. (2. 7)) and hence o(P)= S(-P) and i (P)= J (-P). 
+ + 
The distributions o(P), concentrated on the surface P(x1 ,x2,: •• ,xn)=Ot can 
be differentiated to P; this derivative is defined by 
/k+l) (P)= lim ,! [ ;(k) (P+c)- lk) (P)] k=0,1,2, ••• (2.17) 
C~ C 
As an example we determine the first derivative of the distributiori 
2 2 . 2 2 
o(x -r) with respect to (x -r ), where x is conceived as a parameter. 
0 0 0 
According to (2.8) and the definition (2.17) we may write: 
The derivative of 
given by the chain rule: 
_L 
ax. 
J 
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(2 .18) 
ik) (P) = (2.19) 
When P depends on a parameter t, P=P(x1 ,x2 , .•. ,xn;t), the derivative of (k) ~ (P) with respect to the parameter is also given by the chain rule: 
:t Jk) (P) = ,rCk+l) (P) :: (2.20) 
For the proof of these chain-ruwesthe reader is referred to lit,12. 
Finally, we mention the useful formula: 
p /k) (P) = -k /k-1) (P) (2.21) 
It follows from (2,7) that P d(P)=O and by repeated differentiation of 
this result to Pone obtains equation (2.21). By aid of the chain-rule 
formula (2 .21) Y(x2)= Y(x2-x2-x2-x2 ) satisfies and one proves easily that o o O 1 2 3 
the wave equation □ f=O. 
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3, The Lorentz-invariant solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation. 
3,1 The Fourier transformation 
We introduce the modified Fourier transformation F* which is defined 
for integrable functions, of four independent variables, by: 
+oo 
FM [ f(x)] = f(k)= / eik.x f(x)dx (3.1) 
-oo 
with k.x=k0 x 0 -k1x1-k2x2-k3x3 and dx=dx1 dx2 dx3 dx0 • 
The integration hasto be performed over the whole four-dimensional 
space R4 • 
i,;-1 The inverse transformation F is, in case it exists>given by 
f (x) =FM -l [ f (k) ] = 
with dk=dkl dk2 dk3 dk0 • 
1 
--4 
(2 it) 
+ Cl) 
I 
-oo 
We have adopted here the Lorentz metric 
2 2 2 2 2 
x =x~x=x0 -x1-x2-x3 
-i 
e k.x f(k)dk (3 .2) 
A Lorentz transformation is a linear transformation of the coordinates 
2 
which leaves x invariant and which does not reverse the direction of 
time. We consider only the so called proper Lorentz-transformations, 
which means that we do not consider reflections and so the determinant 
of the transformations equals,always +1. 
By using the Lorentz metric in the definition of the Fourier transformation 
F* we have achieved that a Lorentz-invariant function has also a Lorentz-
invariant transform and vice-versa. 
A distribution is invariant under a Lorentz transformation A , when 
-1 
<f(/\. x),f(x)) =<f(x),f(J\. x)) = (f(x),f(x)) (3.4) 
for any testfunction f(x). 
The Fourier transform F~ of a distribution f(x) is defined by the relation: 
(3.5) 
By aid of (3.1) one can easily check the relation: 
F* [,p(A x)] = f(./\. k) (3.6) 
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Since according to the definition of transfonnation of the independent 
variables 
< -1 f(Ax), f<x)) = (f(x) ,<fU\, x)) 
we have 
(F* [ f(Ax)] ,F"[9(x)]) =(27C) 4 (f(Ax) ,f(x)) = 
4 -1 A A -1 A (2jt") (f(x), ~A x)) =(f(k), 'f'(A k)) = (f(Ak), f(k)) 
Hence we have also for any distribution: 
* A F [ f (./\. x)] = f (A k) • (3. 7) 
When the distribution f(x) is Lorentz invariant, the relation (3.4) is 
valid and hence : 
<f(.l\k), f (k)) = ( f(k), sP(k)) 
Thus a Lorentz-invariant distribution f(x) has also a Lorentz-invariant 
modified Fourier transfonn f(k) and vice versa; the proof in the 
opposite direction is similar. It may be remarked, that for any test-
function p(x) 
4 +oo ( ) (2 ... ) tn( ) / ei k,x D(k)dk=F [ ;;;(k)] 
,., r xl 'x2 , x3 , -x o = r r (3 .8) 
-oo 
with (k,x)=k1x1+k2x2+k3x3+k0 x0 • 
When the Fourier transfonnation F, in the usual sense, is applied to 
p(k), we obtain (2~) 4 f(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,-x0 ). 
According to Parseval's equality we have also for the Fourier transfonnation 
F the relation: 
(F[f(k)] ,F[p(k)] =(2,c) 4 (f(k),f(k)) or 
and so we have: 
F [ f (k)] 
By aid of (3.1) we obtain 
4 
= {2,c) 
FF~[ f(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x0 )] =(2~) 4 f(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,-x0 ) 
(3. 9) 
(3.10) 
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3.2 Lorentz-invariant solutions of the homogeneous Klein-Gordon 
equation 
Applying the modified Fourier transformation to the homogeneous Klein-
Gordon ,equation: 
2 (0 -m ) f (x) =O 
2 2 
we obtain (k -m) f(k)=O 
with 
(1.1) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
It is clear that the solution of (3.11) is a distribution concentrated 
in the two sheets of the hyperboloid 
2 2 k -m =O (3.13) 
Outside the two sheets of this hyperboloid f (k) = 0, 
R.T. Seeley has shown in a private communication that the solutions of 
(3.11), invariant under the group of proper Lorentz-transformations, can 
be written as: 
where c and c 
+ 
f (-k) (3, 14) 
2 2 2 2 
are arbitrary constants; t (k -m) and d (k -m) are 
+ 
distributions concentrated on the upper tespectively lower sheet of the 
2 2 hyperboloid (k -m )=O; they are defined by the equations (2.13) and 
(2.14), viz.: 
( 2 2 A ) / 00/ 2 2 -½ 2 " '/ 2 2• c\ (k -m ) , f(k) =½ (x, +m ) x f(x w1 ,x w 2 ,x,:,,3,+v x. +m ) dx dJl 
0 .a ', 
00 2 2 -½ 2 - v 2 2 1 
=½ J (x +m ) X r<x,+_x. +m )dx (3.15) 
0 
and 
00 2 2 -½ 2 A V 2 2' (.r_ 2 2 p(k)) =½ If d.!1 , .. (k -m ), (x +m ) x r<x~l,xw2,:iw3,-x +m )dx 
0 I1 
00 
=½ f 2 2 - 1 2 - V 2 2' ~ (x +m ) 2 X p ( x., -x +~ ) dx (3.16) 
0 
. :2 2 2 2 
with :ic =k1+k2+k3 ; .0. denotes now the unit sphere in (.k1 ;k2 ,k3) space and 
ctn thie surface measure on it. 
. . 
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" 'f is defined analogously to (2 ,11) 
f(x,k 0 )= / f (k1 ,k2 ,k3,k0 )dSk / f(.:r.w1 ,xw2 ,:x.w3 ,k0 ) d S2 
.Cl . ..Q. 
(3.17) 
For c =c =1 we obtain f(k)= 
+ -
2 2 d{k -m) as a special solution of (3.11). 
For the sake of completeness we repeat in the next section the proof 
of Mr.Seeley. 
The Lorentz-invariant solutions of (1.1) are according to the foregoing 
section 3,1 determined by the Fourier-transform F of the distribution 
d (k2-m2) and t (k2-m2). 
+ -
Hence to obtain the general Lorentz-invariant solution of the homogeneous 
Klein-Gordon equation all we have to do is to determine the Fourier 
transform of these two distributions. This will be carried out in 
chapter 6. 
2 2 3 .3 The Lorent~~-invariant solutions of (k -m ) f (k)=O. 
Any solution of (k2-m2) f(k)=O invariant under the group of proper 
Lorentz-transformations can be written as: 
2 2 t (k -m) (3.14) 
where c and c are arbitrary constants and t and t are defined by the 
+ + 
equations (3.15) and (3.16), 
Proof 
We define two continuous maps, T and T, from the space of testfunctions 
+ -
S(R4) to the space of testfunctions S(R3), by: 
T 
+ 
, I 2 ~; f(k1 ,k2 ,k3 ,±vx +m) 
2 Vx2+m2' 
(3.18) 
Any distribution of s' (R4), satisfying (k2-m2) f(k)=O has the form: 
22A A> A 22A) Since <Ck -m) f(k), f(k) = (f(k),(k -m) f(k) and T + (k2 -m2) ~(k) = O, 
it is clear that any distribution of the form (3.19) satisfies the relation 
(k2-m2 ) f(k)=O. 
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2 2 A Suppose now (k.-m) f(k)=O and we have to prove the relation (3.19). 
2 
m }((t), such that X.(t).: 1 for I tl,4-We introduce the (C00 ) function 
m2 
and X.(t) :0 for /ti ?,- 2 . 
2 2 oo . The function X (k -m ) is a (C ) function which has its support in a 
neighbourhood of the upper and lower sheet of the hyperboloid k2-m2=0; 
the neighbourhood of the upper sheet lies within the region k ) ½ m V2' 
0 
and that of the lower sheet in 
2 2 Hence 8(+ k) X(k -m) is also 
- 0 
the region k < -½ m fl. 
00 ° A 22A in (C ) and we have also f= X(k -m) f, 
since f is concentrated on the hyperboloid. 
For any testfunction j-(k1 ,k2 ,k3), belonging to S(R3), we define the 
di~tributions: 
It is clear that 2 ✓x2 +m21 8(+ k ) X (k2-m2) f belongs 
- 0 
(3.20) 
Consider a testfunction f(k)€ S(R4 ) which 
to S (R ) • 
4 m 
vanishes for k < - • From 
0 2 
(3.18) it follows immediately T_ p=O and 
(f,~)- <g+,T+ f)- <g_,T_ /iJ)= (t,p)-(g+,T+p) = 
( f , X ( k 2 -m 2 ) i) - ( g + , T + i) . 
Since X (k2 -m 2) )" (k) vanishes for k ( +½ m fi, we may write: 
0 
Using now (3.20) and (3.18) we obtain: 
A A ./2Z 
'f'(k1,k2,k3 ,k0)-f{k1,k2,~,+Vx-+mJ) ( A A> ( A A> 2 2 A 2 2 f,<f - g ,T 'f =((k -m )f,8(k ) i'C.(k -m ) 
+ + 0 (k2-m2) 
(3.21) 
The testfunction, appearing in the right hand side of (3.21) 
certainly to S (R4), since p is in (c00 ) and k -;Jx.2 +m21 when 
belongs 
(k2-m2)~. 
0 . 
2 2 A < A A> <A A) Due to the supposition (k -m )f=O we get finally f,~ = g+,T+ f 
the relation (3.19) has been proved for testfunctions vanishing for 
m 
ko <: - '2" • 
and 
In the same way ( f, ft)=< g_, T _ (p) for testfunctions f vanishing for 
m k >~.As any testfunction can be written as the sum of two testfunctions 
0 
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m m 
vanishing respectively for k0 < - 2 and k0 > + 2 , the relation (3 .. 19) has 
been established. 
To complete the proof of the theorem we need the following lemma: 
A distribution, invariant under the group of proper Lorentz-transformatio~, 
satisfies the relations 
Proof 
A 
af 
k. ak 
J 0 
j=l,2,3. (3 .22) 
Three special transformations of this group are the transformations ./\.1 (8).' 
J\.2 (9) andA3 (8) which mix respectively k0 and k1 , k0 and k2 , and k0 and 
k3 • They are given by matrices such as e.g.: 
co•:. 0 0 sin 8 
.) A 1 (8)= 1 0 0 (3 .23) 0 1 0 
sinh 8 0 0 cosh 
( • k' ,!.. I • ) To obtain the new coordinates k1 , 2 ,A3 ,k0 the matrix has to be multiplied 
by the vector (k1 ,k2 ,k3 ,k0 ). When f(k) is invariant under .J½_ we have: 
(1,(k), f (k)) = < f(~k) ,f(k)) = < f(k) ,i(A~1k)) 
or 
. f(k)-~t\ -1 k) 
< f (k) , 8 l ) = 0 (3.24) 
By aid of (3.23) we may write: 
A A -1 
s,(k)-S4'( I\ l k) f(kl,k2,k3,ko)-~(cosh 8 kl-sinh 8 ko,k2,k3,-sinh 8 kii:ccmekJ 
8 
and hence 
lim 
8~0 
= 
f (k)-f(/\ ~1 k) 
8 
..... ..... 
=k ~+k U 
k 1 ak o a 1 o 
Subs ti tu ting (3 .• 25) into (3 .24) we obtain 
8 
<f,k :k9' + k ~~)= -(k af + k of ,~)= 0 o .,. l 1 ek o c>k 1 -ak T 
0 1 0 
and hence 
(3.2.5) 
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One proves in the some way: 
A 
af at 
k. ~k = - k ""k J V O O V j (3 .22) 
It has 
can be 
A 2 2 been proved above that any distribution f(k) satisfying (k -m )i=O 
written in the form (3.19), where g and g are defined by (3.20). 
+ -
We use now the conditions that f has to be invariant under the group of 
proper Lorentz-transformations. 
A A 2 2 A ,k ) Given Y-,(k1 ,k2 ,k3) in S(R3), we take ~+ (k1 ,k2 ,k3 ,k0 )=9(,:t.k0 ) :l(k -m )f'(~,k2 3 • 
In a neighbourhood of (k2-m2)=0 one has: 
--= = 0 
Applying now the lemma we obtain: 
<k af + k af ,m ). = -<f,k 9(+k) i(.(k2-m2) akf) = O. o ak1 1 ak r + o - o c> o 1 
Since f is concentrated on the hyperboloid k2-m2=o, one may substitute 
k =ff+;;x'; inserting (3.20) yields finally 
0 
"' ... 
1 ( A a y,,) ½ ( ag± A ) 
-"2 g+ ' &k = + &k 'Y = O 
- 1 1 
and hence g+ is independent of k1 • The independence of g+ from k2 and k3 is 
proved in the same way and so g is constant. We put g =c and g_=c_. 
+ + + 
Collecting the results gives: 
< 1 (k) , f (k)) = ( c +, T + f (k)) + < c _, T _ 1f (k)) = 
A ✓ 2 21 + CX) f(kl,k2,k3,+ ~ +m) 
½ C ff/ V 2 21 dkl dk2 dk3 + + 
-oo X +m 
> 
A / 2 2' +oo f(kl,k2,k3,- ~ +m) 
½ C ff ✓ 2 21 d kl dk2 dk3 = X +m 
(3.14) 
q. e. d. 
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3.4. Lorentz-invariant solutions of the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon 
equation. 
The Lorentz invariant solutions of the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon 
equation: 
(1. 3) 
are obtained by the Lorerttz invariant solutions of the homogeneous 
equation (1.1) and a particular Lorentz-invariant solution of (1.3), 
The latter can be obtained by applying again the modified Fourier 
transformation F* to (1.3). Transformation of (1.3) yields: 
2 2 ~ (k -nt )g(k)= -1 
A Lorentz invariant solution of (3.26) is 
l 
g(k)= '2 2 
in -l{ 
(3.26) 
(3 .27) 
The distribution 
value: 
( 1 , f(k)) is defined as the Cauchy principal 
m2-k2 
Pj p(k) dk = lim f 
2 2 2 21 m -k c~O Im -k )f 
(3.28) 
The integration is performed over the whole space R4 • 
The existence of this principal value is shown in the next chapter. 
By aid of the Fourier transform of the distribution ri we get a 
m -k 
Lorentz-invariant particular solution of (1.3). 
In order to obtain the solutions of (1.3), invariant under the group 
of proper Lorentz transformations, we have only to determine the 
f Y (k2 --m 2). ~ (k2-m2) and 1 Fourier transforms o the distributions o "''. ,o -...,-,,.. 
+ ~ - m2-k2 • 
This will be done in chapters 5 and 6. 
4, The distribution (m2+P + i 0)-l 
We consider for the moment the one-dimensional distribution ln(k+i0). 
It is defined by: 
ln(k+i0)= lim ln(k+iO= ln/kl +i 7C 9(-k). 
£-HO 
Differentiation of this distribution to k yields: 
1 
--= k+iO lim e~+o 
-21-
-
1
- = d ln lkJ-i it. c(k) 
k+i c dk 
The functional :k ln(k) can be reduced as follows: 
' +oo 
< :k lnlk! ,r(k)) =-< lnlkl ,f' (k)) = - / lnlkl ~• (k)dk = 
-oo 
-f. 
(4.1) 
00 
= - lim ;· lnlkl r' (k)dk= -lim [ lnlkl r<k) 
E-H-0 )kl>€ £-HO 
+lnlkl T(k) 
+E -oo 
;· q>(k) dk = lim J £:(k) dk 
lkl>i: k £--tO !kl >e. k 
Hence 
1 lim 1 1 it ib (k) = = - --k+iO E. ---1+0 k+ie k 
(4.2) 
and in the same way 
1 lim 1 1 + 7t io(k) --= = k-iO [,-1+0 k-i£ k 
(4.3) 
where the distribution ( ½ , 'f(k) > has to be conceived as a principal 
value of Cauchy. 
This well known result can be generalized for the distribution 
(m2+P(k) + i0)- 1 , where P(k) is some real quadratic form ink ,k2 , ••• ,k. 
- 2 2 - 2 2 2 2 1 n 
Si_nce we need it here only for P(k)=k1 +k2+k3-k0 =x -k0 , we ;hall con!ine our 
consideirations to this case. We define the distribution (m +P + iO) for 
Re;>..> -1 by: 
with 
and 
2 (m +P .:!:, io>" 
.. 
2 A (m +P) 
2 :>. (m +P) 
+ 
2 "- + 7t;\.i 2 ?-
=(m +P) + e- (m +P) 
+ 
2 A r :P) 
= 
= [ 
0 
2 '.A (-m -P) 
2 form +P~O 
2 
for m +P -'O 
2 for m +P > 0 
2 
for (m +P)~ o. 
(4.4) 
(4. 5) 
(4.6) 
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2 7, ,. > It is clear that the functional ((m +P,:!:_iO) , f(k) is an analytic 
function of ,. for Rei\> -1. 
The distribution (m2 +!>_:tiOl with Re ,._,-1 is defined by the analytic 
2 i\ ... ) 
continuation of ((m +P,:!:_i0) , ~(k) as function of the complex variable 
This analytic continuation will be obtained by the analytic continuation 
2 7' "') 2 >. ,. ) 
of < (m +P) +' 'f and < (m +P)_, 'f • 
For Re"> -1 we may write: 
(<m2 +P/, y>) = / (m2 +Pl' f (k)dk 
+ 2 
m +P~O 
(4. 7) 
It is also clear that ( (m2 +P):, f) is an analytic function of ,. for 
Re">-1. We introduce again polar coordinates for k1 ,k2 and k: k =Xr..J 
· 3 i i 
, i=l ,2, 3, x = V'k~+k~+k~1 and instead of k0 we take 
222 J22' Q= x: - k +m or k =+x +m -Q ; 
0 0 -
2 2 -½ 2 hence dk1 dk2 dk3 dk&=~ ½(x +m -Q) :x d:x dQ d.Sl, where d!l is the 
.JJ 
surface element on the unit sphere in (k1 ,k2 ,k3 )~space. 
Substitution into (4.7) yields: 
2 2 
2 -,. oo :x +m - 'A2 2 2 ·>, r<x,+ x +m -Q> dQ} <<m +P)+' Cf)=½ { [ f Q X dx + \j 2 · 2 ' 
.:x +m -Q 
2 2 
1 lrJ+m - ✓ 2 2 Q" o/'("-,- " +m -Q)_ -dQ J 2 dX (4.8) + 
" 0 0 V 2 2 I 
X. +m -Q 
-
where the integration to d.0. has been carried out and ~ is defined by 
(3.17) 
The right hand side of (4.8) may be written for Re>.>-1 as: 
.. 
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2 2 
00 X +m 
½ / [ / 
0 0 
- . I 2 2 ' Q'J. f _f(-X:,+ Vx. +m -Q) 
· j 2 2 I 
- . I 2 2 1 f(:x.,+ Vx. +m ) } dQ] x2 dx + 
✓ 2 2' Vx +m -Q ~ +m 
2 2 
00 X +m 
+ ½ / [ .f 
0 0 
+ ½ 
( 2 2)r,. +1 f ;:: ✓ 2 2• - ✓ 2 2 I 
:x +m z cp(x,+ x +m )+ cp(-x,- x +m ) J 2 'X dx (4.9) 
Vx 2+m21 
The first two terms are analytic functions of~ for Rei\>-2, while the 
third term is an analytic function of i\ for all values of 7.. except 
~= -1, where it has a simple pole, 
2 i\ A 
Hence the distribution ((m +P) +' y.,) is defined for Re"> -2 by (4.9) 
with the exception of i\ =-1; the distribution (tp.2 +Pl' does not exist 
2 ,. A + 
for i\=-1, since <<m +P)+,f) has a pole in 7'=-1. According to (3.15) 
and (3.16) the residue in this pole equals < 6'(m2 +P), ff) . 
2 i\ A> The Laurent expansion of ((m +P) +' 'f in the neighbourhood of the point 
7' =-1 is: 
2 ::1. A 1 ( (m +P) , 'f) = -
. + i\ +1 < 2 A> 2 -1 A> a'(m +P), 'f + ( (m +P) + , Cf + 9()1.+1) (4 .16) 
where the distribution 
2 -1 A < (m +P) + , <f) is defined by: 
2 -1 A> <<IJI +P) + , <f 
00 
= i I 
2 2 log(x. +m ) ~ ~ -:::- J 2 2' 2 [ f(x,+Vx-+m-)+cp(x,- ·x +m >} ~ dx 
00 X 
+ ½ / E·J 
0 · 2 
-m 
2 
0 V: 2 2' x +m 
- J~ - , I 2 2' (m2+P)-1[ f(x,+ x-P)_p(x,+Vx+m) J 
. n-1 ,/2 2 1 Vx--P Vx +m 
dP J :•Jc.2 dx • 
2 -1 
Needless to remark that the distribution (m +P) is not the distribution 
+ 
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2 " 2 -1 ,_) (m +P) for 71.=-1, but ((m +P) + , '/7 is the value of the regular part of 
' . + 
the Laurent-expansion of ( (m2+P):, ~) in the point :il,=-1. 
The Laurent expansion of 2 ;>. ,_) ( (m +P) _, p for ?I in the neighbourhood 
point "=-1 can be found in the same way. 
For Re .,_>-1 we may write: 
2 "' ... > I ((m +P) _, 'f = ::>. ... Q f(k)dk 
2 
m +P-' 0 
2 2 2 2 
with Q= -m -P=k -x -m. 
0 
We in traduce again the new coordinates k. = :x. w. , i=l, 2, 3 
1 1 
integrating with respect to d..Q. yields: 
< 2 )I. ,., ) (m +P)_, <f = I Q~O 
✓ 2 2' Instead of x we use now the coordinate Q with x. = k -Q-m 
0 
✓ 2 2 1 d x = -½ dQ/ k -Q-m ; hence we obtain: 
0 
k2-m2 
and 
of the 
dk [/0 
2 A -m 
(Cm -t-P)_,~) =if/+ +oo /1 :;>. - ✓ 2 2' ✓ 2 2' Q /j;(k -Q-m , k )k -Q-m dQ] 0 0 
-oo +m 
0 0 0 
(4.12) 
The right hand side of (4.12) may be written for Re i't>-1 as: 
-m 
1 f I + A f :I\'. ✓ 2 21 ✓ 2 · 21 ;- ✓ 2 2' . I~• 2 ] Q <p(k -Q-m ,k )k -Q-m -rp(k -m ,k )Vk -m dQ + 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-oo 
-m +oo 
+½ ).!l f / + / } 
-oo +m 
I/ 2 2• 
After substitution of k = + Vx +m the second term is reduced to 
0 -
1 
½ ;,..+1 
oo ~ 2 m J;F;;!:2 I 2(i\+l) ::- v:r2+m2 :x; d.x. +.l. 1 / 2(:X+l):::-( )x.dx 
,c p(x,+ :r +m ) -;::::;:==~ 2 i't+l x 'P x.,- ,,-2· 
0 V x 2+mZ O vx2+m 
and we obtain for Re 1. > -1 
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2 ;\ A) {(m +P)_,, 'f = 
i\ , :;. /J 2 2' , I 2 2' ~ 122' . /T""21 . Q J 'f( k -Q-m ,k )Vk -Q-m -a, (Vk -m ,k )Vk -m l dQJ ( 0 0 0 I O O O ] 
.(4.13) 
1 [1- Joo x2(i\+l) - . 12"75.' -x2dx Joo 2(A+l) ~ ( · ~) :;::2d:ic 1· + -- 2 wCx,+V:x:.-+m-) ~ +½ x <f x,-v,._:-+m-
,-+1 T 2 . / 2' 0 x +m O \rx2+m 
The right hand side of (4.13) is an analytic function of i\ for ReA>-2 with 
the exception of the point ~=-1, where it has a simple pole. According to 
(3 ,15) and (3 .16) the residu in this pole equals (!(m2 +P), {i, (k)) • 
The right hand side of (4.13) gives the analytic continuation of 
( 2 i\ A• (m +P) _, cp) in the region of Rei\> -2. 
2 /\ A The Laurent expansion of ((m +P)_,~) in the neighbourhood of the point 
i\=-1 runs as follows: 
2 i\ A> 1 , i-: 2 -)· 2 -1 A > <<m +P)_, <f = (?.,+l) <o(m +P), 'f + <<m +P)_, <f + 00\+l) (4.14) 
where 2 -1 A• ((m +P)_ ,r> is again the value of the regular part of 
((m2+P)~,<f') with i\=-1. The distribution <<m2+P)=1 ,9,) is defined by: 
2 -1 A> <<m +P) _ , 'f = 
-m 
-½[ J + 
-oo 
2 -1 ;:: ~ ✓·2' 7-. 122' \h 2 2 1 (m +P) { co(Vk~ +P,k ) k +P-f{Vk -m ,k ) k -m J dP] 
T O O O O O 0 
(4.15) 
2 . ?-. ") 2 7\ I\> The Laurent expansion of ((m +P+iO) ;y; = ((m +P)+,f' it i\ i +e < 2 /\ A) (m +P)_,Y, 
in the neighbourhood of A=-1 can now easily be obtained by aid of (4.10) 
and (4.14). 
The poles of 2 /\ A> < (m +P) , 'f 
+ 
cancel each other and the result is: 
< 2 /\ A > 2 -1 2 -1 A ) / 2 /\) (m +P+:LO) ,Cf = ((m +P)+ -(m +P)_ ,'f -,ci <._t(m +P),:f' + 0(?\+l). 
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2 " ") Thus ( (m +P+iO) ,'f is an analytic function of~ in the neighbourhood 
of :t\ =-1 and for 7' =-1 we get the result: 
2 -1 ft) 2 -1 2 -1 A) 2 A ((m +P+iO) ,~~ = ((m +P)+ -(m +P)_ /f -?t"i <b(m +P),f) (4.16) 
where the distributioll:8 (<m2 +P) : 1 ;fp) are defined by (4 .11) and (4 .15). 
In order to reduce the right hand side of (4.16) further we consider once 
2 -1 ") again the distributions <<m +P) + ,ff) • 
The right hand side of (4.11) c;n be reduced as follows: 
2 
00 "' 
+½ lim [/ :?ctx { j 
f:~+O O 2 
2 -1 (m +P) 
00 
-½ / 
0 
2 2 log(:x +m ) 
-m +£ 
- , I 2 21 
;(x,+ V" +m ) 
I/ 2 2• V x +m 
2 
00 2 'X 
+½ lim [ / :x: dx [ f <m2 +P)-1 
~>--HO O J2 . 
-m +E. 
00 
-½ J 
0 
2 2 log(x +m) 
00 
½ lim { j 
e.-+o o 
~: l-
?C dx 
- . I 2 21 
~(x,- Vx +m ) 
✓ 2 2' 
=,c. +m 
2 
?C 
/2 
-m +£ 
/\ ,rr-1 f('X,+V:x;--P) 
~ 
2 
x. dx + 
- .~ {P(x,-Vx--P) 
~ 
2 
X d::r = 
;:r \rr2 
dP+ cp(x,+Vx-+m) logl}] 
~ 
p(x,+ ~+ ~(x,-~ ~ dP + 
V,x 2-P 1 
By virtue of (3.15) and (3,16) we get finally: 
2 -1 A ' { Jc,:, 
(<m +P)+ ,'f) = E~:o ½ o 
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x2 
x.2dx f 
2 
-m +E 
We can reduce in the same way equation (4.15). 
2 1 { -m +oo 
(<m +P) = 'r > =½ ( I + I) ::: . l27I' . ~ 2 2 J w(Yk -m ,k )Vk--m- ln(k -m )dk -T O O O O 0 
-co +m 
( 4 .17) 
--~ oo -m?-e \ 
-½ lim {c j + f )dk [ I (m2+P)-l r<Vk2+P~k >Vk2+P1 dP -
€ -HO -oo ) r,;;-:i o 2 o o o 
+Vm- +£ -k 
0 
-log£ • r ( k -m ,k ) Vk~-m- ] -- ,J:2 2' - } 
0 0 0 
-m +oo -:::- . ~ . /T:a' 2 2 } 
-½f(J + j) f(Vk_-m ·,k) Vk -m ln(k -m )dk 
0 0 0 O 0 
-co +m 
and hence 
< 2 ' -1 A> (m +P) _ , 'f 
-/m2 +i 
=- lim { ½ ( j + 
£-HO -ro 
Combining (4.17) and (4.18) weobtain finally: 
< 2 -1 2 -1 A) (m +P) + - (m +P) _ , <f = 
oo x 2 
lim { ½ 1· ,,?dx f2 f·--#0 0 j') 2 -1 f (m +P) 
- -~ - -~ @(x,+Vx.--P)+~(x,-Vx--P) J dP + 
-m +l ff;. 
-~"i 00 
+½ ( j + J,. ) dk 0 
-oo .-'/,x-: +vm-+£ 
2 1-m -E, 2 -1- ~ ~ } [ 2 (m+P) f(Vk~+P,k0 )Vk~+PdPJ 
-k 
0 
However, the right hand side of (4.19) is nothing else than 
lim / (m2 +P)-l ~k) dk 
e.~+O 2 jm +P):>E. 
(4 .18) 
( 4 .19) 
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and hence: 
< 2 -1 2 -1 A > ( 1 A ) (~ +P) -(m +P)_ ,f(k) = - 2- ,f(k) 
+ m +P 
(4.20) 
where the distribution ( +, f(k)) has to be conceived as the Cauchy 
m +P 
principal value of J f2(k) dk. 
m +P 
Combining equations (4.16) and (4.20) we obtain: 
( 2 -1 A ) < 1 A ) < 2 A > (m +P+iO) , 'f (k) = - 2-, Cf (k) - iC'i c(m +P) ,:f(k) 
m +P 
(4.21) 
We have, of course, in the same way the relation: 
< 2 -1 A > < 1 A > 2 A > (m +P-iO) ,Y, (k) = - 2-, 9' (k) + 7Ci < t'(m +P), f (k) 
~ +P 
(4.22) 
The formulae (4.21) and (4.22) are generalizations of the one-dimensional 
formulae: 
(4 .2)(4 .3) 
From (4.21) and (4.22) it follows that 
and 
< 1 .-. > 1 < 2 -1 ... ) 1 < 2 -1 ... 1, · - 2- , y:>(k) = '2" (m +P+iO) , ~(k) + 2" (m +P-iO) , y:,(k)/( 4, 23) 
m +P 
< 2 A ) 1 ( 2 -1 A > 1 < 2 -1 A .\ o(m +P),r(k) = 2ii° (m +P-iO) ,f(k) - 2xi (m +P+iO) ,p(k)/ 
(4.24) 
To obtain Lorentz invariant solutions of the homogeneous and inhomogeneous 
Klein-Gordon equation we have to determine a.o. the Fourier· transforms of 
1 
-2-
m +P 
2 
and !(m +P). This can be done by aid of the Fourier· transform of 
2 -1 (m +P,:tiO) ; therefore we shall turn now our attention to the 
2 -1 determination of the Fourier transform of the distributions (m +P.:!,:iO) • 
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5. 2 -1 The Fourier transform of (m +P+iO) 
5.1. The Fourier transform of (m2-ifD)~ 
Let D be a positive definite quadratic form ink. The Fourier transform 
2 'A 
of (m +D) with Re,,_, -2 is 
We write Din the form: 
3 
D=(k,Gk) = ~ 
r,s=O 
2 71 (m +D) 
g k k 
rs r s 
ei(x,k) dk 
where G denotes the matrix of the coefficients grs' 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
Making a transformation k=Tk' to principal axes, the quadratic form D can 
be written as: 
D=(k,Gk)=(k' ,T*G T k')=(k' ,k') 
where the matrix T* is the adjoint of the matrix T. 
* 2 1 I T GT =land ITI = rn' where JTI and Gj are the determinants of the 
matrices T resp. G. 
Hence 
+oo 
I 2 7'' [m +(k',k')f 
-oo 
1 
= 
viaT1 
+oo i\ j [ m 2 + (k' 'k')} e i (x ' 'k') dk' 
-oo 
with x '==T*x. 
2 ;,.. 
It is clear, that F[(m +D) J depends only on the length jx'I of the four-
vector x'. Taking x'=(lx'I ,0,0,0), •we obtain: 
[ 2 7- 7 1 F (m +D) .ii = --
~ 
(5.4) 
To reduce further the right hand side of (5.4) we introduce spherical 
coordinates: 
k{= x cos <f1 , k2= x sin r1 cos cp 2 , k3= x sin 'f'l sin r 2 cos ,v3 
and k~ = x sin 9\ sin 1 2 sin <; 3 . 
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2 2 2 2 2 3 2 
x =(k' k')=k' +k' +k' +k' and dk'= ?C sin Ln 1 dx dw1 dfl , where d.Q. ' 1 2 3 0 T T 
is the surface element of the unity sphere in R3 • 
Performing the integration ton we obtain: 
f 
F[ (m2 +n>"J = -· _4 ,e_ 
VfGf 
oo ;c i I x 'I ::t: cos 'f1 J f (m2 + x.2l• e x3 sin2 ,,1 d 9'1 d::t 
0 0 
Using the following integral relations for Bessel function: 
and 
l 
i Ix 'I :it cos 'Pl 
e 
2 2 2 >. 
::ic J 1 ( x Ix 'I ) (m + x ) 
2 
sin -,,1 d p1 = xlx'I Jl (-x/x 'I ) 
where J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind and K2+A the modified 
Bessel-function (see lit.14~we get the result: 
· 2 ;. 2i ('~ t+2 1 
F[(m +D) ] = VIGI lx'I / r<-;>.) \+2 (m Ix' I) 
Si I T~ h nee x = x, we ave 
3 
jx'j 2=(x' ,x')=(x,T T*x)=(x,G-l x)= L 
r,s=O 
rs g X X 
r s 
(5.5) 
Hence fx'J 2 is a positive definite quadratic form, whose coefficients 
form a matrix which is the inverse of the matrix of the coefficients of 
the positive quadratic form D. 
Putting 
3 
L 
r,s=O 
we obtain finally 
rs g 
i 
X X 
r s 
r(-A) 
= E (5.6) 
(5.7) 
By aid of the principle of analytic continuation one proves,easily that 
this ·result, obtained for Re 11. ( -2, is also valid for all other complex 
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values of A. 
We have derived formula (5.7) wit-h the assumption that Dis a positive 
definite quadratic form. 
The left and right hand side of (5.7) is also an analytic function of 
the coefficients g , belonging to the quadratic form D, and this is 
rs 
true for those ranges of g , where Dis positive definite. 
rs 
We continue now the left and ri.ght hand side of (5.7) analytically 
with respect to the coefficients g into those ranges of complex 
rs 
values of g , where the so obtained new quadratic form.2> has either 
rs 
a positive definite or a negative definite imaginary part. 
The function.2>~ is defined as 
A ~ ~ 
.2) = l.2> I exp (1' i arg@) with O , argl)oc· or - it< arg ...,.$ 0 (5.8) 
"' The function 9) has a cut along the negative real axis of the complex 
:/)-plane. 
Using again the principle of analytic continuation, we have for the 
complex quadratic formsof) and all values of~ the formula: 
1 
r <- ).> (5.9) 
where Iii is the discriminant of the quadratic form cf). 
lis a quadratic form in x, whose coefficients form a matrix which is 
the inverse of the matrix of the coefficients of 3). 
When SJ has a positive or negative definite imaginary part, !: has a 
negative respectively positive definite imaginary part; when~ itself 
is positive or negative definite, t is also positive respectively 
negative definite. 
Hence the function !½, appearing in formula (5.9) has a cut along the 
negative real axis of the complex t -plane. 
2 -1 2 -1 2 5 .2 The Fourier transforms of (m +P+iO) , (m +P) and cr(m +P) 
In section 4 we have defined the distribution· (m2 +P+io)" • 
For Re?.> -1 we have: 
2 . ,. (m +P+iO) 2 ). = (m +P) 
+ 
(4.4) 
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For other values of " the distribution (m2 +P+io)" is defined by the 
2 ~ A )-
analytical continuation of ((m +P+iO) , 'f (k) with respect to ?I. • 
- 2 . " 
Another method to define the distribution (m +P+iO) is as follows; 
2 ;\ 
for Re" ~ 0 we define (m +P+iO) as 
2 '- 2 ;\ (m +P+iO) = lim (m +P±_i t P1 ) 
f_.+O 
(5.10) 
where P1 is ,_the positive defin~te quadra;ic form k~+k~+k!+k! and where 
(m2+P+i E. P1 ) is defined as Im +P±_i f P1 I expf"i arg(m2+P±_i e. P1 )} 
2 2 
with O~arg(m +P+iE P1)ocand -:it<arg(m +P-if..P1),f0. 
2 ,.. 
For other values of,. the distribution (m +P+iO) is defined as the 
analytical continuation of 
< 2 " A ) lim (m +P±_i£ P1 ) , ~(k) 
e-++O 
with respect to A. 
The right hand sides of the formulae (4,4) and (5.10) are equal to 
each other for Re -'~O and hence due to the principle of analytic 
2 ,. 
continua;tion both definitions of the distribution (m +P+iO) '.are 
equivalent. . 
For the complex quadratic form .fl) we take cfl>=D+if D1 , where Dis an 
arbitrary non-degenerate real quadratic form and D1 the positive 
2 2 2 2 definite quadratic form k1+k2+k3+k0 
Substituting this into (5,9) and letting consecutively E. go to±. O, 
we obtain due to the continuity of the Fourier transformation: 
l. 
[ 2 ,. F (m +D±_iO)] = 2'-+l i\+2 r(-;>,) m 
K;,.+2 f m(E+i0) 2 J 
(E +' iO) ½ (>.+ 2 ) (5 .11) 
The matrix of the 
the matrix of the 
In particular we 
Hence 
and 
coefficients of E is of course again 
co~fficients of D. 
take 2 2 2 2 now "=-1 and D=k +k +k -k =P 1 2 3 o . 
-,(', .·,, 
,ti 
2 2 2 2 E=x +x +x -x = Q 1 2 3 o 
3 + 7C'i 
= (l+iO) (-l+iO)= e--
the inverse of 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
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Putting (5.12) and (5.13) into (5.11) we get finally the result: 
1 
Kl l m(Q+i°.) 2} 
F[ (m2 +P±_iO) -l J =".; 41? i m 1 (5, 14) 
(Q"Fi0) 2 
By aid of (4.23) and (4.24) we obtain: 
1 
2 Kl f m(Q+iO) 2 f 
F [ l(m + P)] = 2itm [ , + 
(Q+i0) 2 
1 
Kl f m (Q-iO) 21 ] 
(Q-iO)½ 
1 
[ l ] 2 . [ Klf:m(Q+i0)2] F -- = 21t 1 m -----.---~ -
m2+P (Q+i0) 2 
K1 { m(Q-i0)½1] 
(Q-iO) ½ 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
In the special case that m=O, we find by taking the limit form going 
to zero: 
[ 1 1 ] 4.t F [ cl(P)] = 2;,c: Q+iO + Q-iO = Q (5.17) 
[ 1 J 2.[ 1 1 J 3 F - = 2~ 1 -.- - -.- = 4,r t(Q) p Q+10 Q-10 (5.18) 
Since (Q±_iO)½ has a cut along the negative axis of the complex Q-plane 
we have: 
½ ½ ½ ±. ~ i 1 (Q±_iO) = Q for Q > 0 and (Q±_iO) --=e (-Q) 2 for Q" O. 
Using the relations: 
(i) 
where lr\ is 
write: 
2 
F[K(m +P)] 
and 
i it )= -½x. H(2) K (z e "2" (z)= -½-x:J1 (z)+ ½ i ~ Y1 (z) 1 1 
-i~ 
)= -½~ H(l) K1 (z e 2 (z)= -½n J (z)- ½ i ,t Y1 (z) 1 1 
the Hankel- and yl the Neumann-function, we can also 
1 
Kl (m Q2) 
=4,;.m 
Q½ 
for Q > O,i.e. outside the light-cone 
(5.19) 
. 2 
=1it m 
H?)f m(-Q)½} -H?)f m(-Q)½J 
(-Q) 
for Q<O, (5.20) 
i.e. inside the light-co~e 
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It follows from (5.15) that for small values of IQ~ 
[ 2 ] 1 1 4,r F f(m +P) =2~ (Q+ip + Q-;iO)+ O(ln IQI)= Q + O(lnlQI) 
'\ 
(5.21) 
where the distribution ( t, _f>(x)) is taken in the sense of a principal 
value. 
Hence for any testfunction 'f(x) we may write: 
K1 (m Q½) 
Q½ ,Cx)dx + 
2 
+ Lt m 
/ H?){m(-Q)½} -Ht { m(-Q)½J 
Q< -e C-Q) 
~(x}dx 
In the same way we find 
F[-½-] = 0 for Q > O, i.e. outside the light cone 
m +P 
3 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
F [-½- ] = - 2:it m J f m ( -Q) ½ } 
m +P (-Q)½ l 
for Q <O, i.e. inside the light cone 
(5.24) 
For small values of IQ I we have 
F[--J--]= 21?i[Q+\o - - 1 -]+ O(ln IQl}=4,,;3 K(Q)+O(lnlQI> 
m +P Q-iO 
Thus we may write: 
F[ +] = -2'lf:3 m 9(-Q) 
m +P 
or 
Jl f m(-Q)½j 
(-Q)½ 
+ 4-x.3 K(Q) 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
(F[+], y,<x>} = -2-im / 
m +P Q ~ 0 
Jlf m(-Q) ½J 
{-Q)½ 
~ (x) dx + 411:3 < l(Q), Cf(x}) 
(5.27) 
F[-½-] is an analytic function of x inside the light cone, it vanishes 
m +P 
outside the light cone and on the light cone it is highly singular, where 
3 it must be considered as the distribution 4~ f(Q}. 
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Having obtained the Fourier transforms of the distributions o(m2+P) 
1 
and - 2-, we have still only to determine the Fourier transforms of 
m +P 
the distributions J' (m2+P); this will be done in the next chapter. 
+ 
6. 2 The Fourier transform of d (m +P) 
+ 
6 .1 Lemma 
2 To determine the Fourier transforms of the distri.butions J' (m +P) we 
+ 
need a lemma, which is formulated as follows: 
Let g(u1 ,u2 , ••. ,u ,w )=g(u1 ,u2 , ••• ,u ,u +iv) be holomorphic in the n o n o o 
upper half plane v > 0 or in the lower halfplane v < 0 for any set of 
0 0 
real values (u1 ,u2 , ••• ,un). 
g(u1 ,u2 , •.. ,u ,u +iv) is assumed for any v io to be absolutely integrable n o o o 
over any finite region of the space R 1 of the variables u ,u2 , •.. ,u ,u. n+ 1 n o 
There exist a positive constant C and positive integers p1 ,p2 , •• ,p11 ,P0 , 
the latter independent of v, such that for sufficient large values of 
0 
u. (i=l,2, ••. ,n,O) the function g(u1 ,u2 , ... ,u ,u +iv) is majorated as: 1 n o o 
[ n 2 Pi Po lg(u ,u2 , •.• u ,u +iv )I< C it (l+ui) }lu +iv I 1 n o o i=l o o 
When it is further assumed that lim g(u1 ,u , ... u ,u +iv) exists in the 
v0-t~O 2 n o o 
distributional sense, then lim O g(u1 ,u2 , ... u ,u +iv) is the (n+l)-v0~,:: n o o 
dimensional Fourier transform of a distribution f (x1 ,x2 , ... ,x ,x) which + n o 
vanishes for x .( 0 respectively x > 0. 
0 0 
Proof 
Assume g(u1 ,u2 , .•• un,w0 ) holomorphic in the upper halfplane v0 > O. 
According to the assumptions there exist positive integers p1 ,p2 , •.. pn,p0 , 
independent of v, such that the function 
0 
n -p.-1 -p -2 
h(u1 ,u2 , .•• ,u ,u +iv >={ l[ (l+u~) 1 l (u +iv ) 0 n o o i=l 1 J o o g(u1 .•. u ,u +iv) n o o 
is absolutely integrable over the whole space R 1 for any value of v > O. n+ o 
We consider now the integral: 
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1 -+oo +oo 
--1 / ... J +oo J 
-ifx1u1+ •• +x u +x (u +iv )2 n n o o o1 . 
e h (u1,u2 , •• ,u ,u +iv ). (2i't) n+ -oo -oo 
-oo 
n o o 
1 
du1 du2 '••· dun du0 = 
+oo -ix (u +iv ) L e o o o h (ul, • , .,J.l, +tv )du . · 0 0 0 
Since the function his holomorphic in the upper halfplane v > O, this 
0 
integral is independent of 
* by f (x1 ,x2 , ••• ,x ,x) and 
v and vanishes for x ~ o. We denote this integral 
0 0 
hence 
+ n o 
-v X 
0 0 * Applying toe f (x ,x2 , ••• x ,x) the operator + 1 n o 
n 2 pi +1 
D= { 1( (1- 8 2) } , we obtain 
i=l ax. 
l. 
-v X -p -2 
F[D e o O f*(x1 ,x2 , ••. x ,x )]=Cu +iv) o g(u1 ,u2 , •.• u ,u +iv) + n o o o n o o 
or 
Taking the limit for v --HO we get due to the continu.i ty of the Fourier 
0 
transfomation: 
lim g(u1 ,u2 , ••. u ,u +iv)= n O' 0 
V --HO 
0 
-v X F[ lim 
v~O 
0 
p +2 
{ (i 8: +i V 0) 0 
0 
e O O D f:(x1 ,x2 , ... ,xn,x0 )J] 
Since f* vanishes for x < O, lim g(u1 , •.. u ,u +iv ) is the Fourier + 0 v~+o n O 0 
transform of a distribution v~nishing for x < o. 
0 
One can prove in the same way that the distributional limit of a function, 
holomorphic in the lower halfplane, for v~-O is the Fourier transform 
0 
of a distribution vanishing for x > o. 
0 
It may be remarked that in the case of distributions defined on (C00 ) 
functions with compact support one can omit in the lemma the assumption 
of the existence of the distributional limit lim g(u1 ,u2 , ••. u ,u +iv); V--++O n O 0 
the latter can then be proved and one has agaig the result that 
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lim g(u1 ,u2 , ... u ,u +iv) is the Fourier transform of a distribution 
v ~+O n o o 
vgnishing· for x < 0 respectively x > 0. 
0 0 
Since we consider distributions defined on S(R4 ) and since we do not 
need the lemma in this more general form, we content ourselves here 
with the above proven simplified form of the lemma, 
2 6.2 The Fourier transform oft (m +P) 
The distributions! (m2+P) were defined in section 3, viz: 
+ 
- . n-:r p(,c,+ Vx.-+m-)dx 
and 
2 / 00 2 2 -½ 2 -x- ~ (l_(m +P), f(k)) =½ O (x +m) x f(x,-vx-+m-)dx 
with 
2 2 2 2 2 2 P=k +k +k -k = X -k 1 2 3 0 0 
(3.15) 
(3 .16) 
Hence the distribution 
the hyperboloid m2+P=O 
! (m2+P) is concentrated on the upper sheet of 
+ 
and vanishes fork~ m, whereas the distribution 
0 2 J' (m +P) is concentrated on the lower sheet of this hyperboloid and 
vanishes fork> -m. 
0 2 
The distribution J'(m +P) is the sum of these distributions and the 
latter are the result of the unique splitting of l(m2+P) into its 
positive and negative "frequency" parts. 
We consider now the Fourier transform of [(m2+P) and we put 
F [ ~m2+P)] = X(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x0 ). 
Let it be possible to make a Hilbert splitting of the distribution 
X(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x0 ) as follows: 
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X (x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x +iy )+ lim 1 c O O y ---+-0 
0 
where the limits are taken in the distributional sense and where 
x1 (x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x0 +iy0 ) is a holomorphic function in the upper halfplane of 
the x0 +iy0 plane and x2 (x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x0 +iy0 ) is a holomorphic function in 
the lower half of this plane. 
Moreover, we assume that x1 and x2 satisfye the conditions of the lemma 
with n=3. 
From the lemma it follows that F-1 [ lim x1 J is a distribution vanishing y--1+0 
0 
-1 for k < 0 and F [ lim 
0 y~-0 
x2 J is a distribution vanishing for k0 > O. 
-1 0 Since F [ lim x1 + lim y -4 +O y --+-0 
0 0 
x2 ] = f(m2+P), the distribution F-1 [ lim x1] y----,+ 0 
is concentrated on 
whereas F-l[ lim 
Y--+-0 
0 
and the plane k =0. 
0 
0 
the upper sheet of the hyperboloid and the plane k =O, 
0 
x2 J is concentrated on the lower sheet of the hyperboloid 
When we succeed in making a Hilbert splitting of X(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x0 ), which 
satisfies the homogeneous Klein-Gordon equation, such that lim x1 and y--1+0 
0 
lim X satisfye also the homogeneous Klein-Gordon equation, the part of the 
y,......,-0 2 
d~stributions F-1 [ lim x1 J and F-l[ lim x2 ] which is concentrated on 
Y0~+0 Yo""'-0 
the plane k =O does not occur, since a distribution concentrated on the plane 
. 
0 2 2 A k =O cannot satisfye the equation (k -m )f=O. 
0 
Any Hilbert splitting is unique apart from a polynomial and we wish to make 
such a Hilbert splitting that this polynomial dbes not occur. 
Since the splitting of ¥(m2+P) in its ~ositive and negative frequency parts 
is unique, we have obtained the results 
2 -1 ! + (m +P) = F [ lim x1 J and 
y--t+O 
. 0 
or 
F [ •\ c,µ2 +P) J = lim x1 and F [ l_ (m2 +P) J = lim x2 
y -+ +O y ----+-0 
0 0 
Hence to obtain the Fourier transforms of r (m2+P) and ~ (m2+P) we have to 
+ -
make a Hilbert splitting of the distribution X(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x0 ) into two holomorphic 
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functions with the above mentioned properties. 
In chapter 5 we have shown that the distribution X(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x0 ) can be 
written as: 
X(r,x )=F(t(m2+P)] = 4,rin 
0 
K1 (m Q½) 
Qi for r >Ix I 0 
and 1 1 
(5.19) 
2 2 H;2)£ m(-Q):JJ-H?)f m(-Q)2l 
X(r,x )=F[r<:m +P)]=i'.lt m ½ for lx0 l>r (5.20) 
0 (-Q) . 
We consider now the complex z -plane with z =x +iy • l o o o o 
Since Q has a cut along the negative Q-axis of the complexe Q-plane, 
we have to introduce two cuts along the real axis of the z plane, viz: 
0 
x > r and x < -r. 
0 0 
We denote the function Q wi.th z instead of x by 
0 0 
Q( ) 2 2 2 2 . r,z = r -x +y - 1 x0 y0 0 0 0 (6.1) 
Since the asymptotic behaviour of the modified Bessel function K1 (z) is 
given by 
it is clear that 
-z 
e (6 .2) 
Kl [ m f Q ( r, z o) J l ] 
X(r,z )=4Xm ½ is holomorphic in the whole strip jx0 1< r 
o f Q(r,z~)J 
of the z plane. 
0 
Hence for Ix I c:; r we have: 
0 
K1 [ m { Q ( r, z O ) J l J 
{Q(r,z0 )J½ 
(6.3) 
We continue now the function x1 (r,z0 ) analytically to the regions 
x0 > r,y0 > 0 and x0 < -r,y0 > O, while the function x2 (r,z0 ) is continued 
analytically to the regions x > r,y-<. 0 and x <: -r,y ,c 0, 
0 0 0 0 
Using the relations: 
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-½ i'C' H ( 2 ) (z) 
1 
(6.4) 
and remembering the asymptotic formulae: 
H:l) (z)v, (½ ~ z) -½ e -if% eiz for -,c < arg z< +211: 
(6.5) 
(2) -½ +ifX -iz H1 (z)e,,, <½ ,c z) e e for -2Jt,:arg z <. +~ 
we find that the analytical continuations 
H?)[ mf e+71:iQ(r,z0 )J ½] 
Q(r,z )½ 
0 
and 
and 
in the region x > r,y > 0 
0 0 
(6.6) 
in the region x < -r,y > 0 
0 0 
in the region x > r,y ~ 0 
0 0 
(6.7) 
2 H;1)[ mfe+1tiQ(r,z0 )}½] 
x2 (r,z0 )= -,cm ½ in the region x < -r,y <0. Q(r,z) 0 o 
0 
It can be ~hown that the functions x1 (r,z) and x2 (r,z) satisfye the 
~onditions of the lemma; in particula~'th~ existen9e o~ the 
distributional limits for y --HO wili become clear, when in the 
'· , , , 0 - , following these limits are actually calculated. 
Taking the limit for y ~+O respectively y ---:s,-0 we obtain with 
2 2 2 2 2 2 o o Q=r -x0 =x1+x2+x3-x0 the results: 
K1 (m Q½) 
lim 
y --t+O 
0 
X (r,z )=27Cm ½ 
1 o Q 
for I x0 l~r,i.e. outside the 
light cone 
H?)f m(-Q)½} 
(-Q)½ 
H;2)f m (-Q) ½} 
(-Q)½ 
for x > r,i .e. inside the 
0 forward l.c. 
(6 .8) 
for x c -r,i.e. inside the 
0 backward l.c. 
lim 
y ~-0 
0 
lim 
y -+-0 
0 
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X (r,z )=21Cm 
2 0 
X (r,z )=+Li:rp. 
2 0 
i.e. 
for x > r, 
0 
outside the l.c. 
i.e. inside the 
forward l.c. 
for x < -r, i.e. inside the 
0 backward l.c. 
(6. 9) 
The whole situation is illustrated in figure 2. 
Q 
fig.2 
-ii m flil)fm(-Q)½J 
(-Q)i 
+i~2mHi2)f m(-Q)½J 
(-Q)½ 
It 6an be verified without difficulty that lim x1 and lim x2 satisfye 
Yo~+O Yo~-0 
the homo,geneous Klein-Gordon equation and hence we can conclude: 
and (6.10) 
F[ct'_(m2+P)] = lim X2 (:f,z0 ) 
y--t-0 
0 
The behaviour of the 2 distribution F [ K + (m +P) J in the neighbourhood of the 
lightcone can be obtained by expanding-the right hand side of (6.3) for 
small values of IQ(r,z) I, 
0 
It follows from formula (6.3) that we have for small values of IQ(r,z0 )j 
1 27C ., 
X (r,z )=X (r,z )=21&" Q(r,z ) + 0 f loglQ(r,z0 )_1J = 2 2 O(loglQI). 1 o 2 o o r -(x +iy) 
0 0 
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Hence: 
F [ l + (m2 +P)] = lim 2-;c + O(log IQ p 2 ( . )2 y --HO r - X +iy 
0 0 0 
(6,11) 
and 
F [K _ (m2 +P)] lim 211!' + O(log IQ I) = 2 2 y--t-0 r -(x +iy ) 
0 0 0 
(6.12) 
The reduction of the right hand sides of (6.11) and (6.12) can be carried 
out as follows: 
lim 
y --t+O 
0 
2 ,r 1 r+(x +iy ) 
_2_( _____ )2- = 2 7t lim * [2r log r-(x0 +iy0 ) J = 
r - x +iy y -·HO o o o 
0 0 0 (6.13) 
....L 
ax 
0 
lim 21r [ log r+(xo +iy o) ]- 2~ _lL [..!.. logl r+xo I+ .!!. 5' l-8(r2-x2>J] 
r-(x +iy) - ax 2r r-x 2r l o y-++0 O o O 0 
0 
By aid of partial integration it can be shown, that 
., 
ax 
0 
l 
- log 2r lr+xol = _1_ r-x I 2 2 
o r -x 
0 
(6.14) 
where< 21 2 , 9'(x)) has to be conceived as a principal value of Cauchy. 
r -x 
By aid of thg chain-rule one has the formula: 
JL 
ax 
0 
2 2 &'(r -x ) 
0 
Substitution of (6.14) and (6.15) into (6.13) yields: 
(6.15) 
lim 
y --t+O 
0 
2 x = 22,r2 +211" ~+(r2-x20 )-2i~2 d (r2-x2) (6.16) 2 ( . )2 o r - x +iy r -x 
0 0 0 
and we obtain in the same way 
lim 
y --t-0 
0 
271: 
------= 
2 ( . )2 r - X +l.y 
0 0 
27t 
2 2 
r -x 
0 
2 Hence the behaviour of the distributions F [ o + (m +P)] can finally be 
expressed as: 
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F[l+(m2+P)] = :~ 2· ! 2in2 r+<r2-x!> + 2i~2 S (r2-x!> + O(loglr2-x!I> 
r -x 
0 (6 .18) 
Collecting the results (6.8), (6.9) and (6.18) we may write: 
K1 (m VQ) 
F [ J' + (m2 +P)] = 2i i c\ (Q)-2i:,,:2 J' _ (Q) + 8(Q) 2itm ---- -
V(f 
H(2 ) (m H) 
- 8(-x) 1 } 
o R (6 .19) 
and 
[ 2 ] 2 2 Kl (m VQ) F 4 _ (m +P) =-2i;.ic K+ (Q)+2i7t i _ (Q) + 8(Q)2nm ---- + 
VQ 
7. 
H(2 ) (m \(::Q) 
1 ~ e(-x) 
0 
The solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation 
7.1. The solutions of the homogeneous equation 
(6. 20) 
It has been shown in section 3 that the general Lorentz invariant solution 
of the homogeneous Klein-Gordon equation can be written as: 
Putting 
and 
we can also write 
~ + (x)= -2iti Ftf-l [ J + (k2 -m2) J 
/1-(x)= +21ti t·-l[J'_(k2-m2)] 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
According to equation (3.9) the distribution .[l!(x) satisfies the 
relation 
i 
3 (2?t) 
(7.5) 
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It follows from section (6.2) that the introduced holomorphic functions 
x1 (r,z0 ) and x2 (r,z0 ) are correlated to each other by 
X (r,+z) = x2 (r,-z) 1 0 o 
and hence 
From this and equation (7.5) it is deduced that: 
i 
=---
(2X:) 3 
and in the same way: 
and so we have: 
± - i [ 2 2] ~ (x) = + 3 F ~ _ (k -m ) • (2,t) + 
Applying the results (6.19) and (6.20) we obtain the formulae: 
and 
with 
A+(x) = - ..!... 3 (R2 )+ ..!... $ (R2 ) + 
L..l 4~ + 4~ -
H?) (m R) 
+ 8(R2) :x { 8(x0 ) R - 8(-x0 ) 
2 im 
+ 8(-R ) 
47e2 
K1 (m v-i2°) 
~ 
H(l) (m R) 
l R l -
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 R =x -x -x -x =x -r 
o 1 2 3 o 
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. , 2 2 1 
and R= +V x -r 
0 
(7 .8) 
Other important solutions of the homogeneous differential equation are 
the solutions fl (x) and .6 (l) (x), which are respectively uneven and even. 
They are defined as: 
By aid of the well known relations 
H~l)(z)+H~2)(z) = 2 J1 (z) 
(7.9) 
and (7.10) 
(1) (2) H1 (z)-H1 (z) = 2 i Y1 (z) 
it follows immediately from the fonnulae (7.6) and (7.7), that 
1 " 2 1 2 2 m f J 1 (m R) J 1 (mR R) l 
l!l(x)=- 2~ o+(R )+ 2~ l_(R )+ 8(R) 4~ 9(x0 ) R - 9(-x0 ) J 
(7 .11) 
and 
Yl (m R) 2 m 
R + 8(-R) -2i (7 .12) 
7 • 2 The propagator function ,a '(t, x ) 
------------------------0-
The function A(x), which is called the Pauli-Jordan function, has the 
important property that it ac~ording to (7.11) vanishes outside the 
lightcone. 
We consider now A(x) as a distribution in the space variables x1 ,x2 ,x3 , 
while the time x is taken as a parameter. We take only positive values 
0 
for x. 
0 
This distribution is denoted by fl 0,x ) . 
0 
fl{t,x )= 
0 
1 
27C (7.13) v 2 2· X -r 
0 
Since by virtue of (2.19) ·and (2.20) the differentiation of the right hand 
side of (7.13) to x is fonnally the same whether x is variable or a 
0 0 
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parameter, the three dimensional distribution 1J. ft,x ) with parameter 
. 0 
x satisfies also the Klein-Gordon equation which _we write in the form: 
0 
32 
2 
ax 
0 
2 
8 
+ -- + 2 
ax2 
(7.14) 
By aid of (2.8) it is clear, that lim !l'ft,x )=0 and so we write 
x-HO o 
0 
rl 
a.(x,0)=0 (7.15) 
Since the order of the processes of differentiation and taking a limit is 
not essential for distributions we have also 
/1ft,x )=O 
0 
and hence 
(7.16) 
To investigate lim _L llG!,x) we write according to the chain-rule 
x -++O exo o (2.20): o 
lim 
x -+ +0 
0 
lim [ 2x0 
x--1+0 
0 
v 2 2' 
J 1 (mx O - r ) ] + 
-~ vx-:--r-
0 
_L. 
ax 
0 
(7.17) 
Expanding 
.r-;;:--z V x -r 
2 2 into a power series of (x -r) and using the 
0 
0 
relation P o(P)=O and the formula (2.8), it 
third term of the right hand side of (7.17) 
..L ...... 1 
is evident that the second and 
vanish; hence 
lim iJ.(x,x )= - Jf 
x ~+O 8xo o 
. [ (1) 2 2 J ll.m x 0 I (x -.r ) (7 .18) 
X·--++0 O 
0 0 
. By aid of (2.18) we may write: 
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= x O /[ l:.. L ['f<rr..J re.:, rc.J ) r J] 2 2r ar 1' 2' 3 
.a r=x0 
d.0. = 
dfi+ ¼ / f(xoc.Jl,xoc:.>2,xo<.,J3)d,Q 
A 
(1) 2 2 ) 
and therefore lim (x0 t (x0 -r ),'f =1tf(0,0,0) and consequently 
X --++0 
Hence 
or 
lim 
X -++0 
0 
0 
1 
,c 
...L 
ax 
0 
(7 .19) 
l rx,o) = - tw (7.20) 
By virtue of the properties (7.15), (7.16) and (7.20) the solution 
~ (t,x) of the homogeneous Klein-Gordon equation with the initial 
0 0 
conditions 
(7.21) 
• 'rl ~ tp0 (x,0) = g(x) 
can be written as: 
-,-+ ~ "H.. -~ ~ 
'/ (x,x )= -[.6(x,x ) * g(xJ + LHx,x ) It f lX)] 
O O O 0 
(7.22) 
where the convolution-products have to be taken with respect to three 
variables x1 ,x2 and x3 • Due to the representation of the function , 0 Tt,x0 ) 
in the fo;rm (7.22)1 the distribution A'0t,x0 ) is called a propagator-function. 
7,3 The solutions of the inhomogeneous equation 
We have shown. in section 3 that the general Lorentz-invariant solution 
of the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation (1.3) can be written as: 
(7.23) 
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Special solutions are obtained by taking the following values of.c 
+ 
and c. 
le c = c = o 
+ 
The solution g(x) is now denoted by ~(x) and we obtain according to 
formula (3.9) 
;O(xl ,x2,x3,-xo) 1 F[m2~k2] = (2:it) 4 
Applying the result (5.26) we obtain: 
A(xl,x2,x3,-xo)= m eCR2) 
J1 (m R) JCR2> 
8~ R + 4~ 
and since this distribution is even in x, we have the result 
0 
2 J1 (m R) 
- rn A(~l,x2,x3,xo)= - 8~ 9(R) R (7.24) 
This distribution has its support within and on the forward and backward 
lightcone and vanishes outside the cone. 
2e . C+ = C = ,C1 
We denote g(x) by /1 e (x) and we obtain: 
~ .. (x) = F*-1[ 21 2 +-'ti (l°(m2-k2)] = FH-1[ 2 ~ ] (7.25) 
C m -k m -k -iO 
By aid of section 7.1, formulae (7.2), (7.3) and (7.9), we may write: 
- + - - (1) lJ. (x)= ~(x)- ½<Ll (x)-A (x))=~(x) + ½ i 6,. (x) 
C 
Using the formulae (7.12) and (7.24) the result becomes: 
2 H1( 2 ) (m R) 
~C(x)= ((:./ :,c 9(R2) __ R ___ + m 2 i 9(-R2) 
K1 (mR) 
(7. 26) 
3e C = C = -i~ 
+ 
g(x) is denoted by AAC(x) and we obtain: 
4~ ~ 
Jt-1[ 1 2 2 ] ff-1 [ 1 ] 
~AC(x) = F 22 - ,ct o (m -k ) = F 2 2 
m -k m -k +iO 
In the same way as in the foregoing case we write 
(7.27) 
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LlAC(x)= K(x)+ ½<L~/(x)-.6-(x))= .6(x)-½ i e::,_(l)(x) 
Using again (7.12) and (7.24), we get the result: 
2 H1(l)(m R) Li (x)= 6'(R ) - ~ 9(R2 ) 
AC 4~ 8~ R 
4e C = -C = +i~ 
+ 
g(x) is denoted by .6R(x) and we obtain: 
A *-1 [ 1 . y 2 2 I' 2 2 ] u.R(x)= F 22 + Ut o+ (m -k )-i:ico_ (m -k ) 
m -k 
or by aid of (7.2), (7.3) and (7.9) 
,1R (x) = Zi(x) -½ (6 + (x) + L\- (x)) = t1(x)- ½ L\(x) 
Using now (7.11) and (7.24), the result becomes: 
Ll R(x) -
~R(x) = 
5e C = -C = -i~ 
+ 
1 
27C 
0 
6 (R2) 
- ~ 9(R2 ) Jl (m 
+ 41C R 
g(x) is denoted by ll. A (x) and we obtain: 
R) 
for 
for 
X > 0 
0 
X .(, 0 
0 
*-1 [ 1 v 2 2 2 2 ] 
~A(x)= F 2 2 - i,t o+(m -k) + i:ltS"_(m -k) 
m -k 
or 
tlA (x) = c1(x) + ½ 6(x). 
Us:ing again (7.11) and (7.24), we get the result: 
d A (x) = 0 
J (m R) 
/1 ( ) = l O (R2) - ~ 9(R2) _1 __ _ 
Ax 2~ - 4~ R 
for x > 0 
0 
for x < 0 
0 
(7.28) 
(7.29) 
(7.30) 
(7.31) 
(7.32) 
From these results it follows immediately that ~(x) has•its 
support within and on the lightcone, AR(x) within and on the 
forward lightcon,e and /J.A (x) within and on the backward lightcone, 
whereas the supports of ,1 C(x) and L'.1 AC (x) have no boundaries at all. 
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The following relations are verified easily: 
~ (x) 
R 
=f ll: (x) for 
6 (x) for 
X > 0 
0 
X < 0 
0 
for x > 0 
0 
for x <: 0 
0 
LlAC(x) 
J-t1-(x} 
(A+ Cx> 
for x '> 0 
0 
for x <. 0 
0 
for x > 0 
0 
for x < 0 
0 
(7.33) 
(7.34) 
(7.35) 
(1) - + . 
i A (x) = 6 (x) - 6 (x} = ~C(x) - AAC(x) (7 .36) 
From the formulae (7.25), (7.27), (7.29) and (7.31) follow useful and 
interesting relations for the positive and negative frequency parts of 
the distributions .6 C (x), A AC (x), AR (x) and ~A (x). Denoting them 
by /j.~(x), /!l~(x) etc, we have: 
8 +(x) 
C 
~A~ (x) = L'.l: (x) 
Ll ~ (x} = .O~ (x} 
~A~(x) = ~;(x) 
(7.37) 
The distributions f:. R (x) and Ll A (x) are called the retarded and advanced 
Green's functions; the distributions AC(x) and L'.lAC(x) the causal and 
the anti-causal Green's functions. 
In conclusion we consider once more the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation 
2 (0 .. m ) 'f'(x) = -j (x} (7 .39) 
The Lorentz-invariant solution of this equation can be represented in many 
ways, e.g.: 
'f(x} = ~ (x) + ~o(. (x) * j (x) (7.40) 
where we may write instead of~ : R,A,C,AC; the convolution-product is 
taken with respect to all variables x1 ,x2 ,x3 and x 0 • 
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Taking o< =R the function tp R (x) is the potential of the incoming field, 
whereas for o< =A the function <p A (x) is the potential of the outgoing 
field. 
Takingoc=C it can be shown by aid of (7.37) that ~C{x) is the sum of 
the positive frequency part of the potential of the incoming field and 
the negative frequency part of the potential of the outgoing field. 
For oc=AC the potential <pAC(x) is the sum of the negative frequency part 
of the potential of the incoming field and the positive frequency part 
of the potential of the outgoing field. 
For these and many other interesting physical considerations the reader 
is referred to lit.3 and 15. 
- - - - -. . . . 
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